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The Return of the Transistor
Thomas Heydler, Chief Executive Officer Barcelona Design, Inc.

Abstract
For the past thirty years, chip design has been getting farther and farther from transistor dynamics, as digital chip
designers have driven complexity forward relentlessly. This has only been enabled however, by 1) the absence or scarcity
of analog circuits on board with digital and 2) abstracting away the behavioral complexity of transistors. All this is now
changing. These fututre trends will demand a dramatic increase in the use of full custom design and optimization,
including the transistor-level behavior. The result is a need to be able to manage both functional and behavioral
complexity, simultaneously. The industry is only staffed for the former; in large part the current generation of digital
designers have all but forgotten electricity, and it would take over a decade for the industry to re-tool to be able to handle
transistor-level behavior on a broad basis. The situation demands alternative approaches to chip implementation which
can comprehend both system-level specifications and transistor-level behavior. Only then can the return of the transistor
be welcomed, rather than feared.
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